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All fabric material must be put in the dryer on the highest setting for 30 minutes.  If fabric 

material is not clean, you may wash items in soap and hot water before drying.  Discard all used 

plastic bags in an outside trash bin.  After drying fabric materials, bag all fabric material in new 

plastic bags.  Twist the top of the bags to seal the bags: and, place duct tape around the 

twisted part of bag to hold the seal.  Keep out only the fabric materials you will need for 14 

days. 

 

When treated furniture is dry to the touch, you may put the items back in their normal places.   

 

Wash all baby items (crib, stroller, walker, toys, etc...) with soap and water. 

Wash any cooking or eating utensils before using. 

Wash sheets and pillow cases every three days for 2 weeks. 

 

Do not vacuum or mop for 10 days.  Vacuuming or mopping could remove chemical residue.  If 

you must vacuum or mop, only clean heavy traffic areas (Do not vacuum or mop along 

baseboards).  Chemical residue will keep killing bugs for 90 days.   

 

You should not see any bed bugs for 30 days before scheduling furniture or carpet cleaning. 

You should not see any bed bugs for 30 days before bringing in any new furniture. 

  

When discarding furniture, wrap item(s) in plastic sheeting and label "Bed Bug Infested".  

Infested furniture should not be available for re-use by others. 

 

Stop Pest Control recommends the purchase of Mattress Encasements.  Mattress encasements are 

zippered enclosures that cover the entire mattress or box spring.  Encasing both mattress and box 

spring provides a smooth simple outer surface that can be inspected, vacuumed and cleaned 

easily.  Stop Pest Control recommends high quality cloth encasements over vinyl (vinyl 

encasements tare easily).  Mattress encasements are not required for warranty. 

 

IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN WARRANTY POST TREATMENT WORK MUST BE DONE 
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